Better Coordination and Business Intelligence for Cities

Urban Data Hub Solution

With better coordination and understanding of the status quo and what-if scenarios, city stakeholders and professionals from all backgrounds can be involved in the decision-making process. The urban data hub solution addresses the needs of infrastructure owner-operators in urban context and provides professionals of all backgrounds with tailored information to perform daily activities. With Bentley, tackling urbanization and environmental issues have never been easier.

POOR VISIBILITY AND SILOED WORKFLOWS

With increased urbanization and environmental challenges, cities are expected to perform more efficiently. City administration staff report and make decisions with outdated and fragmented information. Getting the latest figures and designs from a plethora of stakeholders proves to be difficult for organizations, resulting in overrun budgets, low acceptance, and, in the worst case, legal consequences.

TRUSTED SOFTWARE, REAL-TIME INSIGHTS

The power of the urban data hub solution combines data that was otherwise siloed in departments or institutions and offers it to the right people at the right time. Stakeholders are given autonomy, knowing that they are working with the latest, most accurate data, in a spatial context ranging from planning to operations. The intuitive UX offers a zero-level entry barrier for investors, leaders, accountants, lawyers, surveyors, planners, marketers, on-site staff, project and technical managers, and associate environmental professionals to make decisions with up-to-date, 360-degree visibility over urban matters.

KEY BENEFITS

- Support for each stakeholder and role in daily work
- Extendable solutions for specific use cases
- Federated data management and connectivity to enterprise systems
- Curation and broadcasting without duplicates
- Optimized resources
- Real-time access to data
- Support of modern and legacy workflows
- Infrastructure-oriented
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